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S U M M A R Y
Global seismic tomography suffers from uncertainties in earthquake parameters routinely
published in seismic catalogues. In particular, errors in earthquake location and origin-time may
lead to strong biases in measured body wave delay-times and significantly pollute tomographic
models. Common ways of dealing with this issue are to incorporate source parameters as
additional unknowns into the linear tomographic equations, or to seek combinations of data
to minimize the influence of source mislocations. We propose an alternative, physically-
based method to desensitize direct S-wave delay-times to errors in earthquake location and
origin-time. Our approach takes advantage of the fact that mislocation delay-time biases
depend to first order on the earthquake-receiver azimuth, and to second order on the epicentral
distance. Therefore, for every earthquake, we compute S-wave differential delay-times between
optimized receiver pairs, such that a large part of their mislocation delay-time biases cancels
out (for example origin-time fully subtracts out), while the difference of their sensitivity
kernels remains sensitive to the model parameters of interest. Considering realistic, randomly
distributed source mislocation vectors, as well as various levels of data noise and different
synthetic Earths, we demonstrate that mislocation-related model errors are highly reduced
when inverting for such differential delay-times, compared to absolute ones. The reduction
is particularly rewarding for imaging the upper-mantle and transition zone. We conclude
that using optimized receiver pairs is a suitable, low cost alternative to get rid of errors on
earthquake location and origin-time for teleseismic direct S-wave traveltimes. Moreover, it can
partly remove unilateral rupture propagation effects in cross-correlation delay-times, since
they are similar to mislocation effects.

Key words: Earthquake source observations; Body waves; Seismic tomography.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Teleseismic body waves are sensitive to the physical properties of
the media through which they propagate, so that they contain a lot
of information on the 3-D structure of the Earth’s interior. How to
extract the most relevant structural information from seismograms
is still an open question. Global seismic tomography encompasses
numerous ways to turn seismic wave traveltime anomalies into ve-
locity anomalies in the mantle. Although global tomographic mod-
els could further be refined using recent theoretical developments
in seismic wave propagation (e.g. Dahlen et al. 2000; Tromp et al.
2005; Fichtner et al. 2009), we believe that significative improve-
ments could also come from an improved exploitation of the con-
tinuously expanding worldwide network of digital seismometers.
Indeed, the number of permanent and temporary stations on land
(or islands) has grown during the last decade, as has the number

of Ocean Bottom Seismometers (OBS). The recent development of
submarines Mobile Earthquake Recording in Marine Areas by In-
dependent Divers (MERMAIDS), designed to record seismic waves
under water will also further increase the amount of available seis-
mic data (e.g. Simons et al. 2006).

Since its premisses, global seismic tomography has suffered from
errors in the earthquake parameters routinely published in seismic
catalogues, including clock drifts, earthquake mislocations, focal
mechanism errors, and, for cross-correlation delay-times, the ef-
fects of rupture propagation. In this study, we focus on errors in
earthquake location and origin-time which can lead to strong biases
in measurements of body wave delay-times, and significantly pol-
lute tomographic models; we also point out the similarity of mis-
location effects with unilateral rupture directivity effects. Source
locations often have errors of the order of 10 km in each direction,
though larger errors or biases may exist in some oceanic regions

C© The Authors 2014. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Royal Astronomical Society. 1043
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away from seismic networks (e.g. Kennett & Engdahl 1991; Shearer
2001). When no station is available near the earthquake, it is well
known that depth accuracy of shallow events can be affected by the
strong trade-off between depth and origin-time (e.g. Nolet 2008).
Bolton & Masters (2001) estimate delay-time errors for P and S
waves caused by earthquake mislocation errors to be 0.6–1.2 and
1.6–2.5 s, respectively, assuming a typical depth uncertainty of
10 km, at an epicentral distance of 70◦, and for an epicentral mislo-
cation vector of length 10–20 km.

Let us recap the most widely used strategies to deal with un-
certainties in earthquake location and origin-time in global body
wave tomography. A first approach consists in seeking combi-
nations of data such that the influence of source errors sub-
tracts out (e.g. Kuo et al. 1987; Woodward & Masters 1991;
Woodward et al. 1993; Paulssen & Stutzmann 1996; Houser et al.
2008). One can invert for the delay-time difference of two seismic
phases, that is S and ScS, recorded at same receiver i such that:
δtS

i − δtScS
i = ∫

⊕[KS
i (r) − KScS

i (r)]δ ln V S(r)d3r, where K denotes
some traveltime sensitivity kernel. Though these observables be-
come insensitive to errors in origin-time, there may remain some
residual mislocation biases for short epicentral distances �i (e.g. up
to ±1.8 s for an horizontal mislocation of 18 km), or there may be
some lack of sensitivity to model parameters of interest for large �i

(depending on the kernel difference, KS
i − KScS

i ). Another limita-
tion is that one cannot combine all seismic phases in this way, for a
typical global shear wave data set. For instance, many direct S phases
cannot be combined with other phases, such as ScS or SS, because
unavailable or not measured for the same source–receiver geometry
(e.g. Montelli et al. 2006; Houser et al. 2008). A second, popu-
lar approach is to incorporate corrections to the published source
parameters (location and origin-time) as additional unknowns into
the linear system of tomographic equations (e.g. Nolet 2008). This
approach has the disadvantage that data cannot always discriminate
between modifying the source parameters and changing some of
the velocity anomalies (in particular in the source region). Another,
more formal approach consists in mathematically desensitizing the
linear tomographic equations to errors in source parameters (e.g.
Pavlis & Booker 1980; Spencer & Gubbins 1980; Masters et al.
1996). Basically, for each event, one considers that the travel-time
residuals d can be expressed as: d = Gm + Ah, where G is the
matrix containing the projection of the corresponding sensitivity
kernels on the model grid, m represents the unknown 3-D velocity
anomalies, A is a matrix containing the earthquake-receiver geom-
etry and h is a four-components vector that describes a perturbation
in location and origin-time of the earthquake. Masters et al. (1996)
show that one may seek linear combinations of the data to render
them insensitive to the event location, by computing a projector
matrix P such that PA is zero. The major issue with this projection
method is that each new time-residual (Pd) is a linear combination
of all the original time-residuals, so that the new sensitivity matrix
(PG) is no longer sparse, and Masters et al. (1996) report that it
causes computational difficulties for massive inverse problems. It
may also be difficult to intuitively apprehend the sensitivity of such
algebraically combined data to some particular model parameters.

In this study, we present a physically based, low cost alterna-
tive to desensitize teleseismic long-period direct S-wave delay-
times to errors in earthquake location and origin-time. Our ap-
proach consists in computing, for each event, differential S delay-
times between receiver pairs (i, j), and solving for: δtS

i − δtS
j =∫

⊕(KS
i (r) − KS

j (r))δ ln VS(r)d3r. We will discuss how to efficiently
select optimized receiver pairs (i, j), so that the differential delay-
times δtS

i − δtS
j become nearly insensitive to source mislocations,

while the differences of sensitivity kernels KS
i − KS

j remain sensi-
tive to model parameters of interest. Our motivations are to take
advantage of: (1) our knowledge that mislocation delay-time biases
depend to first order on the earthquake-receiver azimuth, and to
second order on the epicentral distance and (2) the continuously
expanding worldwide broad-band seismic networks, which we be-
lieve can make it possible to routinely use such optimized receiver
pairs in global body wave tomography. The benefits of our approach
will be illustrated with several tomographic tests using realistic syn-
thetic data sets, biased by randomly distributed source mislocation
vectors. We will use two different synthetic earth models (Gaussian
Random Field and Geodynamic models) of shear velocity anoma-
lies distributed in the whole-mantle to produce statistically relevant
structural time residuals. Our synthetic data will also include various
levels of noise. Our goal will therefore be to show that mislocation-
related model errors are highly reduced when inverting for such
differential delay-times, δtS

i − δtS
j , compared to absolute ones, δtS

i .

2 S Y N T H E T I C DATA W I T H R E A L I S T I C
S TAT I S T I C S

2.1 Receivers and earthquakes

Our approach aims at taking advantage of the rapidly expanding
worldwide seismic networks. Houser et al. (2008) report that, in the
last decade, it has become common to record an earthquake on more
than 200 worldwide broad-band seismometers. In order to set up
our synthetic experiment, therefore, we consider a dense, realistic
spatial distribution of 738 receivers and 144 earthquakes, as shown
in Fig. 1. Earthquake locations corresponding to events with a body
wave magnitude 5.5 ≤ mb ≤ 6.5 are extracted from the Harvard
GCMT catalogue. Receiver locations correspond to real locations
of permanent and temporary broad-band seismometers, including
OBS.

2.2 Teleseismic S traveltimes

Unlike, for example, Lou et al. (2013), we aim at working with
the framework of finite-frequency tomography (e.g. Dahlen et al.
2000; Zaroli et al. 2010; Mercerat & Nolet 2013; Zaroli et al.
2013; Mercerat et al. 2014). Thus, the ith datum δti corresponds
to the time-lag maximizing the cross-correlation of an observed
S-waveform, uobs

i (t), with its corresponding ray-theoretical syn-
thetic waveform, usyn

i (t) and over the time-window [t1, t2]:

δti (T ) =
{
τ ∈ R,

∫ t2

t1

usyn
i (t)uobs

i (t − τ )dt = max

}
. (1)

The observed and synthetic waveforms are filtered around a cen-
tral period T prior to cross-correlation measurements (e.g. Zaroli
et al. 2010), so that the time-delay is frequency-dependent. Because
teleseismic S waves often have their maximum of energy around
20 s period, we shall use T = 20 s throughout this study. Following
Dahlen et al. (2000), the linear problem, to be solved for m(r), is:

δti (T ) =
∫

⊕
Ki (r; T )m(r)d3r . (2)

The volume ⊕ = Vi (T ) is limited to the region where the amplitude
of the finite-frequency sensitivity (Fréchet) kernel Ki (r; T ) is sig-
nificant (e.g. Zaroli et al. 2013), and m(r) represents unknown 3-D
shear velocity perturbations, δ ln VS(r), with respect to the 1-D ref-
erence velocity model IASP91 (Kennett & Engdahl 1991), at each
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of receivers (triangles) and earthquakes (stars). Black dashed line: tectonic plates.

point r in the medium. The linearity of eq. (2) is guaranteed over a
wide range of anomaly amplitudes (Mercerat & Nolet 2013), which
will be central to our method for relating differential delay-times
to differences of finite-frequency kernels (cf. eq. 10). Formally, one
should not write an equality sign in eq. (2), since the measured time-
lags are affected by effects other than the 3-D structure (cf. eq. 3),
but it is a common way to do so (e.g. Nolet 2008). The dependence
on the period T will be dropped hereafter for ease of notation.

We aim at computing realistic S-wave time-residuals δti, where
i denotes the receiver index for each earthquake. Considering our
source–receiver geometry, the total number of absolute delay-times
δti we have, for direct S phases, is Nabs = 54 652. After correction
for physical dispersion due to intrinsic anelastic processes, δti can
be expressed as:

δti = δt3D
i + δtN

i + δtX
i , (3)

where δt3D
i , δtN

i and δtX
i are residual-times caused by 3-D shear

velocity anomalies, measurement noise, and earthquake mislocation
(including clock drift), respectively.

To compute the structural delay-times δt3D
i , one needs to design a

3-D synthetic earth model, that we refer to as mtrue. This true-model
should contain 3-D shear velocity anomalies throughout the entire
mantle, and should allow us to yield structural data with realistic
statistics. We generate a true-model using a Gaussian random field
(GRF) with an exponential correlation function (correlation length
∼400 km), as shown in Fig. 2. Note that the seismic heterogeneities
in our true-model are characterized by both short and long wave-
lengths, with some sharp discontinuities. Fig. 2(b, left-hand panel)
shows the histogram of shear velocity anomalies (δ ln VS), which
follows a normal distribution with mean 0 per cent and standard
deviation 1 per cent. Structural delay-times are therefore computed
as:

δt3D
i =

∫
⊕
Ki (r)m true(r)d3r . (4)

As shown on Fig. 2(b, right-hand panel), the histogram of δt3D
i

also follows a normal distribution, N (μ3D, σ 3D), with mean μ3D

= 0 s and standard deviation σ 3D = 3.1 s. Our distribution of syn-

thetic structural delay-times is therefore in agreement with Bolton &
Masters (2001), who found a standard deviation of 3.2 s for real data.
In Section 4.3.1, another true-model input (more ‘Earth-like’) will
be considered to compute a second set of structural time-residuals
for further testing our method.

To compute the noise-related residual-times δtN
i , we randomly

draw Nabs samples from a normal distribution, such that:

δtN
i ∼ N (μN, σ N), (5)

with mean μN = 0 s and standard deviation σ N = 0.7 s, according to
the realistic estimates derived by Zaroli et al. (2010) and Bolton &
Masters (2001) for ∼20 s dominant period teleseismic S waves. In
Section 4.3.2, a ‘pessimistic’ case consisting in twice noisier data
(i.e. σ N = 1.4 s) will also be considered for better quantifying the
expected benefits from using receiver pairs.

To compute a global set of mislocation time-residuals, δtX
i , we

first need to randomly generate mislocation vectors between true
(i.e. exact) and original (i.e. false) source locations: δxs = xtrue

s − x0
s .

As seen in Section 1, Bolton & Masters (2001) estimate that S delays
due to event mislocation should follow a normal distribution with
mean 0 s and standard deviation �1.6–2.5 s, corresponding to epi-
central mislocation vectors of length δ� �10–20 km, respectively.
Therefore, we need to generate 144 triplets of mislocation param-
eters (δx, δy, δz), that are compatible with those realistic statistics.
One may a priori assume that δx and δy follow normal distributions
with null means and same standard deviations, that is: σ x = σ y. For
the horizontal mislocation δ� to be on average �10 km, we have to
set: σ x = σ y � 8 km. It is well known that, for teleseismic body wave
delay-times, errors in horizontal mislocation (δx, δy) tend to domi-
nate the error budget in the mislocation time-residuals, because the
errors in origin time (δt0) and depth (δz) tend to mutually cancel out
on average (e.g. Bolton & Masters 2001; Nolet 2008). As detailed
in Section 3, we aim at computing differential S delays for receiver
pairs, which intrinsically are insensitive to the origin-time. Thus, for
sake of simplicity we discard the errors in origin-time from the earth-
quake parameters, but compensate for this by making sure that the
horizontal mislocation (δx, δy) remains on average predominant. To
do this, we assume that the vertical mislocation (δz) follows a normal
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Figure 2. First true-model input, mtrue (Gaussian random field).

distribution with null mean and standard deviation: σ z � σ x/2.
This choice, which is related to the amount of compensation
between the errors in origin-time and source depth, is not crucial
since using optimized receiver pairs will also largely remove the
errors in source-depth (cf. Section 3). At this stage, we randomly
draw 144 triplets (δx, δy, δz) from the three normal distributions
N (0, σx ), N (0, σy) and N (0, σz). Mislocation time-residuals are
computed at all receivers i, for each event, as:

δtX
i = t1D

i

(
xtrue

s

) − t1D
i

(
x0

s

)
, (6)

where t1D
i (xtrue

s ) and t1D
i (x0

s ) denote the S phase ray-theoretical trav-
eltimes, in the 1–D earth model IASP91, from true and original
source locations, respectively, to receiver i’s location. Traveltimes
t1D
i are computed with the TauP Toolkit (Crotwell et al. 1999). This

allows us to generate an ‘optimistic’ set (i.e. δ� � 10 km) of 54 652
mislocation time-residuals, that follows a normal distribution with
null mean and standard deviation σ X � 1.4 s [close to the 1.6 s
estimated by Bolton & Masters (2001)]. This ‘optimistic’ set of
144 mislocation vectors δxs(δx, δy, δz) is then multiplied by two
in order to generate a second ‘pessimistic’ set (i.e. δ� � 20 km) of
mislocation time-residuals, that follows a normal distribution with
null mean and standard deviation σ X � 2.8 s [close to the 2.5 s
estimated by Bolton & Masters (2001)].

2.3 Influence of source mislocation on traveltimes

In practice, mislocation residual-times, δtX
i , are commonly encoun-

tered in earthquake seismology (e.g. Kikuchi & Kanamori 1982;
Zhan et al. 2014). For a teleseismic S-wave recorded at receiver i,
one can write:

δtX
i ≈ −||δxs ||2

c
× cos �i , (7)

where ||δxs ||2 = ||xtrue
s − x0

s ||2 denotes the Euclidean norm of the
mislocation vector between true and original source locations,
c = VS(x0

s ) denotes the shear wave phase velocity in IASP91 within
the source region, and �i is the angle between δxs and the ray path
at x0

s . A bit of geometry leads to:

cos �i = cos i0,i cos η + sin i0,i sin η cos ϕ̃i , (8)

where i0,i is the ray take-off angle at x0
s , η is the angle of δxs with re-

spect to the vertical axis, and ϕ̃i = ϕ̃ − ϕi is the azimuth difference
between δxs (azimuth ϕ̃) and the departing ray at x0

s (earthquake-
receiver azimuth, ϕi). Thus, using eqs (7) and (8), one can predict
the effect of source mislocation on direct S phase delays. Fig. 3
shows an example of mislocation residual-times, δtX

i , for direct S
waves recorded at receivers i with epicentral distance �i ∈ [28◦,
99◦], for an earthquake located in the Indian Ocean with mislo-
cation parameters (δx, δy, δz) = (18.3, −8.3, 2.5) km. The residual
δtX

i varies from −3.2 s to +2.1 s, which is quite a large range of
variation compared to structural residual-times (cf. Section 2.2).
Fig. 3 shows that δtX

i is dominated at first order by a sinusoidal-like
dependence on the earthquake-receiver azimuth ϕi, though it also
depends at second order on the epicentral distance �i (i.e. on the
ray take-off angle i0, i). Indeed, the mislocation budget is usually
dominated by its horizontal component (cf. Section 2.2), and in
the case of a purely horizontal mislocation (η = π/2), the eq. (8)
leads to δtX

i ∝ sin i0,i cos ϕ̃i . The effect of an error in depth location
only depends on the epicentral distance, since for a purely vertical
mislocation (η equal to 0 or π ) the eq. (8) leads to δtX

i ∝ cos i0,i .
Moreover, note that unilateral rupture directivity effects on cross-
correlation delay-times can lead to a similar sinusoidal-like pattern
(cf. Appendix). In the following, we show that source mislocation
(and unilateral rupture propagation) effects can partly be removed
by using well-chosen receiver pairs.
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Figure 3. An example of mislocation residual-times, δtX
i , for direct S phases measured at receivers i (cf. eq. 6). Mislocation parameters are: (δx, δy, δz) =

(18.3, −8.3, 2.5) km, corresponding to an horizontal mislocation δ� ∼ 20 km. (a) Solid and dashed black lines are theoretical mislocation residual-times
computed using eqs (7) and (8), at 28◦ and 99◦ epicentral distance (�i), respectively. ϕi denotes the earthquake-receiver azimuth. (b) Circles denote an
epicentral distance of 28◦ and 99◦, and the blue star represents the earthquake epicentre.

3 A R AT I O NA L E F O R O P T I M I Z E D
R E C E I V E R PA I R S

Our idea is to compute, for each event, differential delay-times of
S phases simultaneously recorded at some pairs of receivers (i, j),
that is: δtij = {δti − δtj}. Using eq. (3), such differential data can
be formally expressed as:

δti j = {
δt3D

i − δt3D
j

} + {
δtN

i − δtN
j

} + {
δtX

i − δtX
j

}
. (9)

The linear tomographic problem (eq. 2) becomes:

δti j =
∫

⊕
(Ki (r) − K j (r))m(r)d3r. (10)

We want that the new mislocation term, δtX
i j = {δtX

i − δtX
j }, sub-

tracts out for well-chosen (optimized) receiver pairs (i, j). Using eqs
(7) and (8), one can also predict the effect of source mislocation on
the differential residual-time δtX

i j , for a couple of receivers (i, j):

δtX
i j ≈ −||δxs ||2

c
× (cos �i − cos � j ). (11)

To minimize these mislocation residual-times, we propose to focus
on receiver pairs with similar earthquake-receiver azimuths and
epicentral distances, yet with different data sampling of the Earth.
Indeed, to cancel out the mislocation term δtX

i j , one needs cos �i

→ cos �j, meaning that the two receivers (i, j) should have similar
earthquake-receiver azimuths and epicentral distances (i.e. ray take-
off angles). However, doing so would lead to a pair of receivers so
close to each other that the differential kernel would go to zero for
a large number of model parameters. Since two receivers should
neither be too close nor too far, we found after some trials that,
for S wave time-residuals measured at T = 20 s period, a relevant
compromise is to select receiver pairs (i, j) such that:

{|ϕi − ϕ j | → 0◦ and |�i − � j | → 35◦}. (12)

Let ξ ij = |cos �i − cos �j| denotes the term in δtX
i j that should

be reduced for relevant receiver pairs; note that ξ ij ranges from
0 to 2 for random pairs (i, j). According to our criterion (eq.
12), an ‘ideal’ receiver pair (i, j) with, for instance, {ϕi = ϕj,

�i = 50◦, �j = �i + 35◦}, leads to: ξ ij = 0.046 for a purely verti-
cal mislocation, and 0 ≤ ξ ij ≤ 0.121 for a purely horizontal one. As
expected, such a receiver pairing should allow us to strongly reduce
the mislocation-related errors in differential data. Fig. 4 shows an
example of the difference of two finite-frequency kernels, Ki − K j ,
for the same ideal receiver pair (ϕij = |ϕi − ϕj| = 0◦, and �ij =
|�i − �j| = 35◦). The differential kernel remains sensitive to veloc-
ity anomalies in a large part of the mantle, though it may sometimes
be weaker at shallow depth (depending on the anomaly size and
its location). For example, we compare the relative sensitivity of
absolute versus differential data to some shear velocity anomaly
located in the source vicinity. The situation is sketched in Fig. 4,
where a square-shaped anomaly of 200 km edge is depicted within
the transition-zone. It shows that such an anomaly may become
less visible when taking delay-time differences, though this should
not prevent us from using receiver pairs in global tomography (cf.
Section 4.2).

In this study, for each receiver i we select its best-partner receiver
j such that:

j = {k ∈ [1; N �
sta], Wik(ϕik, �ik) = max}, (13)

where N �
sta is the number of stations for which the target seismic

phase has been measured, and where the weight functional Wi j

should lead us to select the most adequate receiver pairs (i, j) ac-
cording to our criterion (eq. 12). We found that, for our data, the
weights can be set as follows to meet our needs:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

Wi j = Wϕ

i j × W�
i j

Wϕ

i j = e−(ϕi j
√

ln 2/C1)2

W�
i j = e−((35−�i j )

√
ln 2/C2)2 −e−(35

√
ln 2/C2)2

1−e−(35
√

ln 2/C2)2

, (14)

where: C1 = 25◦; C2 = 35◦, if �ij ≤ 35◦, and C2 = 35/3◦, otherwise.
As illustrated in Fig. 5(a), the weightsWϕ

i j andW�
i j are built to reach

their maxima for ϕij = 0◦ and �ij = 35◦, respectively. Note that the√
ln 2 factor causes the weight Wϕ

i j , for instance, to decrease by a
factor of 2 as ϕij increases by C1.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the sensitivity corresponding to the difference of finite-frequency kernels, for direct S waves, in an ‘ideal’ case where: {�i = 50◦,
�j = �i + 35◦, ϕi = ϕj}. (a–c) Ki , K j , Ki − K j , (d–f) corresponding zoom-in near the source region, respectively. One sees that Ki − K j can become less
sensitive to the structure on the source side, as illustrated with the averaged kernel sensitivity to a square-shaped velocity anomaly of 200 km length inside the
transition zone. Kernels are computed at T = 20 s period; units are s km−3.

Figure 5. (a–c) Illustration of the weight-functionals, Wi j (ϕi j , �i j ) = Wϕ
i j (ϕi j ) × W�

i j (�i j ), used for selecting the optimized receiver pairs (i, j), for each
event, where ϕij = |ϕi − ϕj|, and �ij = |�i − �j|. (d) The best-partner receiver pairs are shown with black solid lines.

Finding an optimum and more general criterion for pairing re-
ceivers is beyond the scope of this study, whose main goal is to
quantify the possible advantages of using receiver pairs in global
S-wave tomography. The crucial point is to meet the physical basis
of our criterion (eqs 12–14), namely the need to build pairs such
that their differential kernels tend to be insensitive to the errors in
origin-time and source location, while remaining sensitive to the
mantle structure of interest. Thus, we only need an empirical ex-

pression for the weight functional, Wi j , to automate the selection
of receiver pairs based upon our a priori physical expectations of
what relevant pairs should be.

Considering our earthquake–receiver geometry (Fig. 1), we re-
port that 96 per cent (resp., 99.5 per cent) of all our best-partner
receiver pairs (i, j) are characterized with weights Wϕ

i j and W�
i j both

superior to 0.8 (resp., 0.6). We did not discard the very small number
of pairs with too low weights to facilitate further comparisons of
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tomographic models based on either absolute or differential data.
For example, Fig. 5(d) shows all the receiver pairs corresponding
to the same earthquake as in Fig. 3. Here, we only select the best-
partner pairs, for each event, to keep the number of differential data
(Ndiff = 45 875) comparable to the number of absolute ones (Nabs =
54 652). However, if significantly increasing the number of differ-
ential data does not represent a prohibitive computational issue, it
could be interesting to consider several partners i for each receiver
j, provided that their weights Wi j are greater than some threshold
(cf. Section 4.3.3). Doing so would increase the number of differ-
ential data, and hopefully could lead to a better recovery of the
coherent structural information through the inversion process.

4 G L O B A L T O M O G R A P H Y U S I N G
R E C E I V E R PA I R S

4.1 The inverse problem

The linear direct problem for either the absolute or the differential
delay-times can be written in the usual formulation:

d = Gm, (15)

where d (of size N) and m (of size M) denote vectors of (abso-
lute or differential) data and model parameters, respectively. The
G matrix represents the projection of sensitivity kernels (or kernel
differences) onto the model grid. Following Zaroli et al. (2013), we
use a data-driven, irregular, model parametrization (spherical trian-
gular prisms and spherical layers) and analytical ray-based finite-
frequency traveltime sensitivity kernels. We assume that the prior
covariance matrices of the data, Cd, and of the model parameters,
Cm, follow Gaussian probability functions, such that the optimum
estimate of model parameters, m, can be obtained by minimizing
(e.g. Tarantola 1987):

f (m) = (Gm − d)t C−1
d (Gm − d) + mt C−1

m m. (16)

Doing so leads to solving for m a system of normal equations:(
G

C
1
2
d C

− 1
2

m

)
m =

(
d
0

)
. (17)

We use simple covariance matrices for the data, Cd = σ 2
d IN (uni-

form data errors), and for the model, Cm = σ 2
mIM , where IN and IM

are identity matrices of size N × N and M × M, respectively. The
value of λ = σ d/σ m allows us to regularize the problem by damping
the model norm. In our experience, a simple regularization param-
eter (damping, λ) is sufficient to obtain smoothed model solutions
since finite-frequency kernels integrate over a large volume (sev-
eral Fresnel zones). For each damping value, λ, we use LSQR (e.g.
Paige & Saunders 1982; Grunberg 2006) to find the correspond-
ing model solution, m(λ). The LSQR algorithm is an iterative row
action method that converges to solution:

m(λ) = {m ∈ R
M , ||d − Gm||22 + λ2||m||22 = min}. (18)

There is plenty of regularization strategies to find an appropriate
damping value for the model solution m(λ), though they are rarely
fully objective when applied to real data whose uncertainties are
often just best guesses (e.g. Hansen & O’leary 1993; Montelli et al.
2004; Boschi et al. 2006; Nolet 2008; Zaroli et al. 2013). Since in
our case we know what is the true-model, mtrue, the most natural
definition for an optimal damping value, λopt, is:

λopt{m(λ)} = {λ ∈ R+, ||m(λ) − m true||2 = min}, (19)

Table 1. Notations for particular models, m(λ), and
their associated optimal damping values, λopt{m(λ)}.
m(λ) Data Mislocation λopt{m(λ)}
A0(λ) δt3D+N

i “ no misloc. ” λA0

D0(λ) δt3D+N
i j – λD0

A1(λ) δt3D+N+X
i “ σX = 1.4 s ” λA1

D1(λ) δt3D+N+X
i j – λD1

A2(λ) δt3D+N+X
i “ σX = 2.8 s ” λA2

D2(λ) δt3D+N+X
i j – λD2

where mtrue denotes the vector of true-model parameters (projection
of mtrue onto the model grid). The model solution m(λopt) is the
closest, from the �2-norm point of view, to the true-model. The
damping derived from eq. (19) is similar to what a subjective choice
could have yield, for instance based upon an L-curve analysis. Using
our knowledge of the true-model to infer the damping value is thus
not a crucial point. However, using this truly optimal damping will
allow us to objectively perform a further, fruitful error analysis in
Section 4.2.

4.2 Results and proof-of-concept

In the context of using direct S waves in global tomography, our
goal is to show that it is beneficial to invert for differential rather
than absolute delay-times, provided that earthquake mislocations
are of the order of 10–20 km. Let us define notations for particular
tomographic models and their associated optimal damping values
(cf. Table 1). Subscript k will alternatively refer to three mislocation
cases:⎧⎨⎩

k = 0 ⇔ “ no misloc. ”
k = 1 ⇔ “ σ X = 1.4 s ”
k = 2 ⇔ “ σ X = 2.8 s ”

. (20)

Let us consider the ‘absolute models’, Ak(λ), and the ‘differential
models’, Dk(λ), resulting from inversions (λ denotes some damping
value) of absolute and differential S delay-times affected or not by
source mislocations, respectively:

Ak(λ) ⇐
{

δti = δt3D
i + δtN

i if k = 0
δti = δt3D

i + δtN
i + δtX

i if k = {1; 2} . (21)

and

Dk(λ) ⇐
{

δti j = δt3D
i j + δtN

i j if k = 0
δti j = δt3D

i j + δtN
i j + δtX

i j if k = {1; 2} . (22)

One can define their associated optimal damping values, for k =
{0; 1; 2}, as follows:{

λAk = λopt{Ak(λ)}
λDk = λopt{Dk(λ)} . (23)

Our goal therefore consists in showing that, for k = {1; 2}, the
differential models Dk(λDk ) are less differing from the true-model
m true, when compared to the absolute models Ak(λAk ), meaning that
errors on earthquake locations are generating (significantly) less
errors into the model solutions if one inverts for such differential
(δtij) rather than absolute (δti) residual-times.

4.2.1 Reference absolute model

First, note that the best tomographic solution within our reach, if
S delay-times were free of mislocation biases (i.e. k = 0), would
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Figure 6. Comparison of the first true-model input (Gaussian random field) with its corresponding reference absolute model. (a) A0(λA0 ), (b) mtrue, (c)
mtrue − A0(λA0 ). Note that in order to visually enlarge the illustrative results of our approach, we do not use a whole Earth projection in Figs 6–8 (geographical
considerations are not within our scope), but we show the statistics of our results over the entire mantle in Fig. 9.

require to use absolute rather than differential data, in order to fully
exploit the kernels. The corresponding reference absolute model,
A0(λA0 ), hence represents the best achievable tomographic model
given our data geometry. The term {m true − A0(λA0 )} therefore rep-
resents the basic errors for any absolute model, and is related to
two factors: (1) limited data coverage and (2) applied regulariza-
tion to deal with measurement noise. Fig. 6 displays at several
depths through the mantle a model comparison between A0(λA0 )
and m true. Since only teleseismic S phases are used, A0(λA0 ) mostly
differs with m true at shallow depth (upper-mantle, transition-zone),
and preferentially beneath oceanic regions (lower data coverage).
At greater depth (mid lower-mantle and deeper), model differences
largely decrease.

4.2.2 Extra errors for absolute and differential models

We are then interested in comparing the extra errors for ab-
solute and differential models, that is: {Ak(λAk ) − A0(λA0 )} and
{Dk(λAk ) − A0(λA0 )}, respectively, where k = {1; 2}. The word
extra refers to the supplementary model errors (in addition to the
basic errors) involved by using mislocation-biased data and/or dif-
ferential kernels. Figs 7(a, d) and 8(a, d) show tomographic pictures
of the extra errors for absolute and differential models, and their
histograms are shown in Figs 9(a) and (c). We report that, while the

true-model varies in amplitude (up to) ↑ ±3.5 per cent, the extra
errors for absolute models can locally be very significant within the
upper-mantle (↑ ±3 per cent, if k = 1; ↑ ± 4 per cent, if k = 2) and
transition-zone (↑ ±2.5 per cent, if k = 1; ↑ ±3 per cent if k = 2),
though they are weaker at the top of mid lower-mantle (↑ ±1 per
cent, if k = 1; ↑ ±2 per cent if k = 2). Meanwhile, we report that
the extra errors for differential models are significantly lower within
the upper-mantle (↑ ±2 per cent, if k = {1; 2}), transition-zone
(↑ ± 2 per cent, if k = {1; 2}), and at the top of mid lower-mantle
(↑ ±1 per cent, if k = {1; 2}). Note that the extra errors for differ-
ential models do not vary much for both mislocation cases, which is
an evidence for the model insensitivity to source mislocations when
using such differential data. We conclude that it is very rewarding to
invert for differential, rather than absolute, S delay-times, provided
that receivers could appropriately be paired (according to eq. 12)
and mislocation residual-times would statistically be characterized
by σ X = 1.4–2.8 s.

4.2.3 Contributors to extra errors

Last but not least, we are interested in (quantitatively) identifying the
contributors to the extra errors for absolute and differential models.
This can easily be achieved if we realize that the extra errors can be
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Figure 7. Case of low mislocation-bias (σX = 1.4 s): comparison of the extra errors for absolute- and differential models (cf. eqs 24–25). (a)
{A1(λA1 ) − A0(λA0 )}, (b) {A1(λA1 ) − A0(λA1 )}, (c) {A0(λA1 ) − A0(λA0 )}, (d) {D1(λD1 ) − A0(λA0 )}, (e) {D1(λD1 ) − D0(λD1 )}, (f) {D0(λD1 ) − D0(λD0 )}
and (g) {D0(λD0 ) − A0(λA0 )}.
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Figure 8. Case of high mislocation-bias (σX = 2.8 s): comparison of the extra errors for absolute and differential models (cf. eqs 24–25). (a)
{A2(λA2 ) − A0(λA0 )}, (b) {A2(λA2 ) − A0(λA2 )}, (c) {A0(λA2 ) − A0(λA0 )}, (d) {D2(λD2 ) − A0(λA0 )}, (e) {D2(λD2 ) − D0(λD2 )}, (f) {D0(λD2 ) − D0(λD0 )}
and (g) {D0(λD0 ) − A0(λA0 )}.
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Figure 9. Normalized histograms of the extra errors for absolute and differential models, computed over the whole mantle and shown for three depth
ranges. Dark-grey corresponds to |Ak(λAk ) − A0(λA0 )|, and light-grey to |Dk(λDk ) − A0(λA0 )|, where k = {1; 2} denotes the two mislocation regimes,
σX = {1.4; 2.8} s, respectively. Two different true-model inputs are considered, Gaussian random field (GRF) and Geodynamical (Geody), as well as two
regimes of noise-related errors, σN = {0.7; 1.4} s. A logarithmic scale is used to facilitate the comparison of extra errors.

decomposed, for absolute- and differential models, such that:{
Ak(λAk ) − A0(λA0 ) = {Ak(λAk ) − A0(λAk )}

+{A0(λAk ) − A0(λA0 )} ,
(24)

and⎧⎨⎩
Dk(λDk ) − A0(λA0 ) = {Dk(λDk ) − D0(λDk )}

+{D0(λDk ) − D0(λD0 )}
+{D0(λD0 ) − A0(λA0 )}

,

(25)

respectively, and where k = {1; 2}. The situation is illustrated in
Figs 7 and 8.

On the one hand, eq. (24) tells us that the extra errors for abso-
lute models result from two terms: (1) The first term {Ak(λAk ) −
A0(λAk )} is due to adding mislocation biases in the data, while
keeping the same regularization parameter; (2) The second term
{A0(λAk ) − A0(λA0 )} is due to increasing the regularization pa-
rameter, to deal with mislocation-biased data. The extra errors for
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absolute models are dominated by the first term (mislocation) as
shown in Figs 7(b) and 8(b). A non-negligible contribution may
also come from the second term (damping) in case of strong mis-
location biases, in particular at the top of mid lower-mantle, cf.
Fig. 8(c). Indeed, to deal with large mislocation biases (k = 2) in
absolute data, one has to significantly increase the regularization
parameter (λA2 � λA0 ).

On the other hand, eq. (25) tells us that the extra errors for
differential models result from three terms: (1) The first term
{Dk(λDk ) − D0(λDk )} is due to adding mislocation biases in the
data, while keeping the same regularization parameter; (2) the sec-
ond term {D0(λDk ) − D0(λD0 )} is due to increasing the regulariza-
tion parameter, to deal with mislocation-biased data and (3) the third
term {D0(λD0 ) − A0(λA0 )} is due to the use of kernel differences,
which can itself be decomposed into the sum of a (predominant)
first part {D0(λD0 ) − A0(λD0 )} involving a lack of sensitivity to
some model parameters and a second part {A0(λD0 ) − A0(λA0 )} in-
volving the need for more stringent damping to deal with enlarged
noise-related errors in differential data (cf. Section 4.3.2). The extra
errors for differential models are essentially not influenced by the
first term (mislocation) as shown in Figs 7(e) and 8(e). This result
confirms our appropriate receiver pairing for getting rid of a large
part of mislocation effects in differential delay-times. There is there-
fore no need to impose some extra damping for differential models
to deal with mislocation-related errors (λDk ≈ λD0 ), and the second
term (damping) of the extra errors for differential models is very
weak, cf. Figs 7(f) and 8(f). Finally, the dominant term of the extra
errors for differential models is the third one (kernel difference), as
shown in Figs 7(g) and 8(g). Even though using kernel differences
necessarily involves a lack of sensitivity to some model parameters,
our results (Section 4.2.2) clearly show that the overall balance is
largely in favour of differential data via the use of optimized receiver
pairs.

4.3 Discussion

In the following, we aim at discussing several points that the reader
could wonder about before applying our approach to some real
global body wave data set. We also mention some perspectives
towards fully getting rid of earthquake mislocation using multiple
receiver pairs.

4.3.1 Earth-like true-model

First, one may wonder whether using a more Earth-like true-model,
instead of a Gaussian random field (GRF) model, could modify our
conclusions? For instance, it is well known that 3-D velocity anoma-
lies inside the (real) mantle are not uniformly distributed (e.g. higher
amplitudes in the upper-mantle). Thus, we have done supplemen-
tary calculations with another, more Earth-like, true-model denoted
m true

Geody. We used the shear wave velocity structure corresponding
to the high-resolution geodynamic model S09-M2-Q by Schuberth
et al. (2009, 2012), here referred to as Geody. This geodynamic
model relies on three assumptions: (1) Large-scale flow structure
related to plate motion history; (2) Radial three-layer (lithosphere,
upper and lower mantle) viscosity profile in agreement with post-
glacial rebound and geoid observations and (3) Isochemical whole
mantle flow with pyrolite composition. Shear wave velocities are
computed by converting the temperature field of the mantle to elas-
tic parameters and density using thermodynamic models of mantle
mineralogy. Fig. 10 shows this second true-model, with respect to
IASP91, after projection onto our own model parametrization. It
compares well to global tomographic models in terms of spectral
characteristics and magnitude of velocity anomalies, though it can-
not correctly predict the exact location and pattern of structure in
the deep mantle. In addition, it shows slightly different, yet real-
istic, S-wave delay-time statistics (cf. Fig. 10b). Note that m true

Geody

Figure 10. Second true-model input, mtrue
Geody (Geodynamical).
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is characterized by large provinces in the mantle with very weak
amplitudes [δ ln VS(r) ≈ 0], as shown on the tomographic cross-
sections in Figs 10(c) and (d). Such a feature precludes to analyse
the extra errors for differential models related to the use of kernel
differences. This is the reason why we first used the GRF true-
model, with amplitudes uniformly distributed in the whole mantle.
We now compute a new set of structural delay-times as:

δt3D
i, Geody =

∫
⊕
Ki (r)m true

Geody(r)d3r , (26)

and then a new set of absolute time residuals:

δti,Geody = δt3D
i, Geody + δtN

i + δtX
i . (27)

Finally, using exactly the same receiver pairs (source–receiver ge-
ometry is identical), we compute the extra errors for the new ab-
solute and differential models, as shown in Figs 9(b) and (d). The
extra errors are, again, significantly larger for absolute models than
for differential models, for the two considered mislocation cases.
We conclude that our results do not depend much on the input true-
model, provided that it (grossly) reproduces the statistics of real
data.

4.3.2 Noisy data

The noise-related errors are enlarged when taking delay-time dif-
ferences (σ N is multiplied by a factor of

√
2), so that the inversion

of differential data may require more stringent regularization pa-
rameter to suppress their induced model errors (cf. Section 4.2.3).
Therefore, one may wonder whether the total extra errors could be
larger in differential rather than absolute models for different levels
of noise in the data. We have already shown that there was no reason
to be worried about this hypothesis in the (realistic) case of σ N =
0.7 s. Here, we aim at verifying that our results still hold in a more
pessimistic case where σ N = 1.4 s. We have then multiplied by two
the original noise-related delay-times:

δtN
i, Pessi = δtN

i × 2 . (28)

Then, using this new set of δtN
i, Pessi we have recomputed all the

extra errors for the absolute- and differential models, with the same
mislocation regimes (σ X = 1.4 and 2.8 s) and true-model inputs
(GRF and Geody). The new results are shown in Figs 9(e)–(h), and
clearly demonstrate the interest of using receiver pairs with much
noisier data. In particular, it still works fairly well in the worst-case
scenario, that is weak mislocation-related errors (σ X = 1.4 s) and
large noise-related errors (σ N = 1.4 s), as shown in Figs 9(e) and
(f). We conclude that the use of optimized receiver pairs in global S-
wave tomography should be beneficial for real data applications, no
matter whether the earthquake location catalogue is fairly accurate
(σ X = 1.4 s) or less (σ X = 2.8 s), and the level of noise in the data
set is relatively weak (σ N = 0.7 s) or large (σ N = 1.4 s).

4.3.3 Sparse receiver coverage

We have previously shown that, with our synthetic coverage, us-
ing all the pairs of best-partner receivers (eqs 12–14) was highly
beneficial to decrease the mislocation-related errors in the model
space. When dealing with present-time data, source–receiver geom-
etry may be sparser, mainly because not all stations are recording
simultaneously. It is thus likely that some of those best-partner pairs
could not be relevant enough for getting rid of source mislocation.
This should not be a brick wall that prevents us from using all other

appropriate pairs, and the best option would therefore be to invert for
a mix of absolute (δti) and differential (δtij) delay-times. The related
question that then arises is how to set up a criterion indicating when
to switch to absolute data. This could be done by setting a threshold
value on weights Wϕ

i j and W�
i j ensuring that both the azimuth and

distance criteria of eq. (12) are ‘fairly’ met. What could be these
minimal weights? Formally answering this question is beyond the
scope of this study. However, we can get a first idea from our syn-
thetic case. In this successful case, 99.5 per cent of the selected
pair weights, Wϕ

i j and W�
i j , are greater than 0.6, and 96 per cent of

them are greater than 0.8. Note that Wϕ

i j and W�
i j being greater than

0.8 corresponds to: ϕij ≤ 14◦ and 22◦ ≤ �ij ≤ 42◦, respectively.
As mentioned in Section 3, using a threshold criterion, instead of
a best partner criterion, may significantly increase the number of
selected differential data. Although it could lead to a better recovery
of the coherent structural information, it would also lead to heavier
computational issues. The appropriate minimal values for Wϕ

i j and
W�

i j should thus result from some compromise between the amount
of differential data and the degree of compatibility with eq. (12).

4.3.4 Other seismic phases

Figs 7(a) and 8(a) are a reminder that earthquake mislocations may
represent severe limitations to the final resolution of global S-wave
tomographic models. This is particularly true for the upper-mantle
and transition zone, mainly in regions where earthquakes occur. Re-
moving such bias may be crucial, for instance when jointly inverting
for body wave and surface wave, so that body waves do not bring
biased informations in regions of common data sensitivity (upper-
mantle and transition-zone). Although we chose to focus on direct S
waves in this study, one could also desensitize direct P wave delay-
times using similar receiver pairs. Bolton & Masters (2001) report
that mislocation effects are even more troublesome for P-wave to-
mography, so that the benefits from using receiver pairs could even
potentially be greater. Future work will also consist in tuning our
criteria for efficiently combining receivers having recorded other
kind of seismic phases (e.g. ScS, SS).

4.3.5 Towards fully getting rid of mislocation using multiple
receiver pairs

We aim at showing that, for each event, it is theoretically possible to
fully get rid of source mislocation effects, yet sampling the regions
of interest, by combining S phases recorded at four well-chosen
receivers. Consider two receiver pairs (i, j) and (k, l) such that:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

�i ≈ � j ≈ �k ≈ �l

|ϕi − ϕk | ≈ 180◦

|ϕ j − ϕl | ≈ 180◦

i �= j �= k �= l

. (29)

Using eqs (8) and (11), one can demonstrate that the data combina-
tion {δtij + δtkl} leads to fully get rid of errors in source location
and origin-time, that is:

δtX
i j + δtX

kl ≈ 0 . (30)

To maximize the sensitivity of such multiple kernel differences,
{Ki − K j + Kk − Kl}, to model parameters, one should favour re-
ceiver pairs (i, j) and (k, l) such that:

|ϕi − ϕ j | ≈ |ϕk − ϕl | → 90◦. (31)

A dense enough receiver coverage would be required to find four
receivers (i, j, k, l) verifying eqs (29) and (31). In order to exploit
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the most relevant information in mislocation-biased data, the best
approach would therefore consist in inverting for a mix of absolute
delays (δti), simple differential-delays (δtij), and multiple differen-
tial delays (δtij + δtkl), depending upon the actual source–receiver
geometry to be dealt with. We postpone a more formal study on the
feasibility of using such multiple receiver pairs in global body wave
tomography (e.g. weights definition, sensitivity of multiple kernel
differences).

5 C O N C LU S I O N

From its first applications, global seismic tomography has suffered
from uncertainties in earthquake parameters, including clock time-
drift, earthquake mislocation, and, for cross-correlation delay-times,
the effects of rupture propagation. In this study, we have focussed
on errors in earthquake location and origin-time. Teleseismic S-
wave residual-times are commonly affected by mislocation biases
with standard-deviation σ X ∼ 2 s, while their 3-D structural part
corresponds to σ 3D ∼ 3 s. Thus, earthquake uncertainties can rep-
resent severe limitations to the improvement of global tomographic
models. In this study, we have presented an alternative, physically-
based method to desensitize teleseismic long-period direct S-wave
delay-times to errors in earthquake location and origin-time. Our
approach takes advantage of the fact that mislocation delay-time
biases depend to first order on the earthquake-receiver azimuth, and
to second order on the epicentral distance. For each event, differen-
tial delay-times are computed between well-chosen receiver pairs.
We have shown the feasibility of selecting receiver pairs such that
differential data become nearly insensitive to source mislocation
parameters (e.g. origin-time fully subtracts out), while the (finite-
frequency) kernel differences remain sensitive to model parameters
of interest. We found that a good compromise is to favour receiver
pairs with similar earthquake-receiver azimuths, and whose epi-
central distances differ by ∼35◦. Considering realistic, randomly
distributed source mislocation vectors, as well as various levels
of data noise and different synthetic Earths, we have shown that
mislocation-related model errors could highly be reduced when in-
verting for such differential delay-times, compared to absolute ones.
In particular, we have shown how much it could be rewarding in
the upper-mantle and transition-zone. We conclude that using opti-
mized receiver pairs is a suitable, low cost alternative to get rid of
errors on earthquake location and origin-time for teleseismic direct
S-wave traveltimes. Moreover, it can partly get rid of unilateral rup-
ture propagation effects in cross-correlation delay-times, since they
are similar to mislocation effects. The same benefits should hold for
teleseimic direct waves. Finally, using receiver pairs could help us
to better exploit the weak finite-frequency effects (e.g. wavefront-
healing) recently observed on teleseismic S-wave cross-correlation
delay-times (e.g. Zaroli et al. 2010), and lead to improved imaging
of small-scale 3-D velocity anomalies in future global tomographic
models.
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A P P E N D I X : S O U RC E P RO PA G AT I O N,
C RO S S - C O R R E L AT I O N
T I M E - R E S I D UA L S , A N D R E C E I V E R
PA I R S

Since the beginning of the era of digital instrumentation, a popular
way to efficiently measure seismic time-residuals has been to ap-
ply cross-correlation techniques (e.g. VanDecar & Crosson 1990).
Cross-correlation measurements are affected by source propagation
effects that should be dealt with, no matter whether the data inver-
sion is based on ray-theoretical or finite-frequency approaches. A
natural way to deal with source propagation is to include it in the
computation of synthetic seismograms. However, it is often not pos-
sible to do so because source kinematics is poorly known in most
cases. It turns out that the way we deal with source mislocations in
this study (through the use of receiver pairs) could also be efficient
for rejecting a large part of unilateral rupture propagation effects in
teleseismic cross-correlation body wave delay-times. The purpose
of this appendix is to illustrate this point.

First, let us consider for a given earthquake the observed and syn-
thetic waveforms of a direct S phase recorded at receiver i, denoted
by uobs

i (t) and usyn
i (t), respectively. In finite-frequency tomography

(e.g. Dahlen et al. 2000), for instance, the correlation delay-time is
defined as the time-lag maximizing the cross-correlation function
between uobs

i (t) and usyn
i (t) over some time-window (cf. eq. 1). The

cross-correlation function γ of two signals s1(t) and s2(t) is defined
in the spectral domain such that:

γ [S1;S2](ω) = S1(ω)S∗
2 (ω), (A1)

where S(ω) = FT {s(t)} denotes the Fourier transform of signal
s(t), and * denotes the complex conjugate. If one considers a rupture
history m(t) giving rise to a source time function ṁ(t) in the far-field,

with spectrum denoted as ṁ(ω), we have:{
U syn

i (ω) = ṁ(ω)eiωT
syn
i

Uobs
i (ω) = ṁ(ω)eiωT obs

i

, (A2)

where T obs
i = t1D

i + δti and T syn
i = t1D

i are the observed and pre-
dicted travel times, and δti = δt3D

i + δtN
i + δtX

i is the simple cor-
relation delay-time due to 3-D shear velocity anomalies, noise-
measurement and source mislocation, respectively (cf. Section 2.2).
However, even in a very smooth earth model with no significant
diffraction, the shape of the waveform can be influenced by the
kinematics of the source if the fault length L is large. In the case of
unilateral rupture propagation (e.g. Aki & Richards 2002), one can
write the observed seismic waveform in the spectral domain such
that:{

Ûobs
i (ω) = Uobs

i (ω) sin Xi (ω)
Xi (ω) eiXi (ω)

Xi (ω) = ω L
2

(
1
v

− cos �i
c

) , (A3)

where � i is the angle between the ray direction to receiver i and
the direction of rupture propagation, v is the rupture velocity and
c is the local shear velocity within the source region. For such an
unilateral rupture, one can write the cross-correlation function of
the observed and synthetic waveforms in the spectral domain as:

γ
[
Ûobs

i ;U syn
i

]
(ω) = |ṁ(ω)|2 sin Xi (ω)

Xi (ω)
eiω(δti +δtR

i ), (A4)

where δtR
i = L

2 ( 1
v

− cos �i
c ). Since the phase shift in the exponen-

tial term of the cross-correlation is proportional to ω, it is a pure
traveltime error, independent of frequency. Therefore, the actual
cross-correlation delay-time δ̂t i at receiver i can be expressed as:

δ̂t i = δti + δtR
i . (A5)

The angle � i can be viewed as analogous to the angle �i in
eq. (8), if one replaces the mislocation vector by the vector of
rupture propagation. Similarly to source mislocation effects, the
unilateral rupture propagation residual-times, δtR

i , thus depend to
first order on the earthquake-receiver azimuth, and to second order
on the epicentral distance—assuming that the source propagation
is pre-dominantly horizontal (cf. Section 2.3), which should be ver-
ified for a certain number of events with mb ∼ 6. The differential
delay-times for a couple of receivers (i, j) can therefore be written
as:{
δ̂t i − δ̂t j

} = {δti − δt j } + {
δtR

i − δtR
j

}
, (A6)

where the differential effect of rupture propagation becomes:{
δtR

i − δtR
j

} = − L

2c
× (cos �i − cos � j ). (A7)

Note that eq. (A7) is highly similar to eq. (11). Therefore, using op-
timized receiver pairs (i, j), as defined in Section 3 to deal with mis-
locations, would also lead to minimize the term (cos � i − cos � j),
and thus to almost cancel out the effect of unilateral rupture prop-
agation in differential cross-correlation delay-times {δ̂t i − δ̂t j }, in
addition to get rid of a large part of errors in origin-time and lo-
cation. Determining whether this azimuthal part is dominant in
source propagation effects would require to elaborate tomographic
tests similar to those conducted in Section 4. However, to do so
would require a good knowledge of the statistics of rupture propa-
gation for a significant set of worldwide earthquakes, which is not
currently available.
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